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As Tom prepares to take his Citizenship Studies GCSE exam he 

begins to dream of kissing a hidden figure. Unsure whether the 

person is a man or a woman, Tom begins to question himself, his 

friends, and his sexuality.  

Tom confides in his closest friend Amy who promises to keep his 

secret, while some of his other friends do not treat him with the 

same compassion. In fact, he faces open homophobic taunting and 

derision at the hands of his male classmates.  

Becoming desperate and confused, Tom reaches out to one of his 

teachers who he suspects is gay, as well as a tarot card reader, in 

order to try and understand his own emotions. He begins to engage 

in a relationship with Amy, whilst still unsure of who the figure is. 

His experimentation with both her, and eventually Martin, finally 

leads him to a place of self-acceptance.  

o v e r v i e w    +  s y n o p s i s  
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Anna is a first year French and Spanish student at St Anne’s College. Before 

coming to Oxford, she directed a number of shows at school including God 

of Carnage, as well as several pieces of new writing. Since starting 

university, Anna has directed 12 Angry Men at the BT for Cuppers, as well as 

being Assistant Director on An Actor’s Nightmare (BT Studio, TT18), which she 

will help take up to Edinburgh Fringe this summer. She has also worked as 

Assistant Director on an Oxford University Filmmaking Foundation production, 

Capricorn (HT18). Anna is also currently one of the OUDS New Writing Festival 

Representatives, in addition to being signed on as Assistant Director for a 

production of Anna Karenina at The Actor’s Church, Covent Garden (MT18). 

Tracey is a first year undergraduate Law student at St Anne's College. In 

her time at Oxford, she has been Production Manager for Medea (TT18, 

ORT), Assistant for Brave New World (TT18, ORT), Assistant Production 

Manager on HEDDA (HT18, OP), and Assistant Stage Manager for Candide 

(MT17, OP). She is also currently a New Writing Festival Representative for 

OUDS. 

producer - tracey mwaniki
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Thomas is a first year English student at St Anne’s College. He was stage 

manager on Sweet Charity (OP, HT, 2018) and the NWF Opening Gala (HT, 

2018). He also designed The Corridor at New College Chapel (HT, 2018) and 

was set designer on Brave New World (O’Reilly, TT, 2018). 

Will is a first year English Language and Literature student at Worcester 

College. He has a wide background in a variety of areas of theatre, 

including as an actor in performances of Joseph, A Midsummer Night’s 

Dream, and Othello, and as a producer and director for a Shakespeare 

festival in honour of the 400th anniversary of his death. His technical work 

began with this festival, and he has since specialised in lighting and sound 

design.  Relevant knowledge of this includes two separate modules on 

sound editing as part of both music and IT courses up to GCSE level and a 

three-day tech course at the Royal Shakespeare Theatre in Summer 2016. 

Most importantly though, Will has a range of practical experience, both in 

Oxford’s BT studio as lighting and sound designer for the OUDS New Writing 

Festival’s ‘The “C” Bomb’ and both 4th week Trinity Term plays in 2018, as 

well as in theatres outside Oxford, currently working as lighting designer for 

two upcoming 2018 Edinburgh Fringe plays. He is also currently working as 

lighting designer and electrical operations manager for the 2018 Worcester 

Gardens Play. 

l ighting designer - wi l l  hayman
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Sam  is in his first year studying physics and philosophy at St Hilda's. He 

entered the world of Oxford Theatre as producer and director of The Tell 

Tale Heart (Burton Taylor MT17), St Hilda's drama cuppers entry, which won 

three cuppers awards including best design and best play. Recently he was a 

marketing assistant on the extremely successful Brave New World (O'Reilly 

TT18), where he was responsible for social media promotion of the play on 

Facebook and Instagram. Sam has also worked as company manager on 

Travesties (Playhouse TT18) and as stage manager on The Actor's Nightmare 

(Burton Taylor TT18). This summer, he is travelling to the Edinburgh Fringe with 

The Quest: A Fantasy Musical as stage manager for their week-long run. 

Grace is a first year undergraduate studying History at St Anne’s College. 

Although this will be her first production in Oxford, she is a keen artist and 

is very enthusiastic about getting involved with student theatre. She has 

gained extensive creative and practical design experience through her 

involvement with Cherwell Newspaper, particularly in her role as the Visual 

Arts Editor. Grace was also the co-editor of the junior branch of her 

secondary school’s language magazine, which greatly developed her 

creative and formatting skills. Next year, she will be taking up the position 

of the St Anne’s Arts rep, which will involve advertising and promoting 

events to the other members of the college.

graphic designer - grace morgan 



director 's statement 

Mark Ravenhill’s intense one-act ‘Citizenship’ is a daring portrayal of the realities of 

growing up, sexuality, and the changing nature of interpersonal relationships. 

Ravenhill’s exploration of bisexuality and the stereotypes it often carries with it, as 

well as sexual power dynamics, is gripping in its honesty and accuracy. The play 

grapples with experiences and issues which are often ignored or brushed aside, 

and for this reason I believe that to put it on is an act of important storytelling. The 

play itself mixes naturalistic drama with moments of absurdism and comedy to give 

a more rounded and exhilarating picture of adolescence, one that accurately 

reflects all its contradictions. The Burton Taylor Studio is the perfect venue to stage 

this play as its smaller space allows for the kind of intimacy that many scenes 

demand. The intensity of the dialogue as well as the small cast are a perfect fit for 

its atmosphere. 

Through a mix of set design and lighting choices, the transitions of the play and the 

intense ever-changing circumstances of the main character will be emphasised. The 

set itself will be fairly minimalistic in its use of props, but by having all of its 

separate elements on stage at all times, with transitions signified through music, 

movement, and lighting, the stage itself will encompass the many challenges of 

Tom’s life. Through a mix of movement and different positioning, we will stage the 

different power dynamics present in friendships and sexual relationships, some of 

which are turned on their head by the end of the play. Overall, the arrangement of 

Tom and the surrounding characters, in terms of height and background and 

foreground placement, will form part of his journey to self-discovery.  

The emphasis in our rehearsals will be on the emotion of the piece, in order to 

transport the ideas that Ravenhill has so masterfully put on paper onto the stage. A 

mix of extended character and movement exploration will allow the actors to 

exploit all of the emotional potential that lies in the script. 

The 4th week slot is essential to our planned audition and rehearsal schedule. As I 

have prelims at the end of this term we are unable to start auditioning until the 

beginning of next term and so three weeks is essential for both auditioning and 

rehearsing. As it stands we plan to audition and begin blocking 1st week, finish 

blocking 2nd week, and allow 3rd week for final rehearsals and runs. Both Tracey 

and I are part of productions later on in the term and so feel that 4th week would 

provide us with the perfect amount of time to completely focus our efforts and 

provide the kind of support which our actors deserve. 

Overall, thanks to the passion of our team and the quality of the writing, I believe 

this production has the potential to be a very powerful piece of theatre. I hope by 

getting freshers involved in acting in the show, as well as encouraging them to 

come and see it through targeted marketing, we can show them how inclusive and 

exciting Oxford theatre can be. 



producer 's statement 

When I initially came together with Anna to discuss what kind of play we wanted 

to put on together, the main concept which struck both of us was a desire to not 

only do something different, but something important. Bisexuality and bi-erasure 

are themes often not fully explored in theatre which covers LGBTQ+ issues. 

As a member of the LGBTQ+ Society committee, I am personally incredibly 

interested in media which discusses aspects of Queer Theory, and wanted to do 

that in a manner which proves not only thought-provoking but sensitive and 

entertaining. Ravenhill does not present a morality play or any sort of conclusion, 

but a fascinating insight into a very real modern experience. 

In terms of marketing, such a nuanced play will thus appeal not only to freshers 

but to those who are familiar with these kinds of plays in Oxford. For those 

starting at Oxford, both Anna and myself can recall the excitement of beginning 

university at one of the most liberal cities in the world and being able to view 

theatre that covered contemporary themes put on by diverse groups. 

I hope that Citizenship can reflect and echo the same sentiment past BT and 

Pilch shoes have done; it is for these reasons of initial exposure that our print 

budget, for instance, is a little higher than usual (at £50) for a BT show. 

I strongly feel that a Michaelmas show cannot operate under the same 

assumptions regarding the effectiveness of various strategies as a show in Trinity 

or Hilary may. This is primarily due to the fact that a Fresher audience will not 

have the same feelings of over-saturation to Oxford drama as older students 

may, and exposure via a wide print run will hopefully garner a great deal of 

excitement. 

Ensuring effective marketing is one of the main reasons I am keen to put on this 

production in 4th Week, but another key aspect is my desire to ensure fresher 

engagement with the crew, particularly considering this slot is just before 

Cuppers and as such many will be keen to watch/get involved in advance of the 

show. 

As such, I hope to enlist a fresher ALD at minimum, potentially via liaising with 

College Drama Reps and their cuppers teams to give experience to those who 

may not have had as many opportunities to use a lighting desk or be involved 

with lighting at school. Calls for an AD will be issued via fresher’s Offer Holder 

pages, additionally, as well as for an ASM later on should we need one. 

  



The intimacy of the venue as such not only fits well with the themes and 

direction style, but our aims in terms of inclusivity and accessibility. Going 

forward, both Anna and myself hope to put on more shows in Oxford, and the 

BT seems like the perfect venue to start that process with a play we are both 

passionate about. 

Our budget is mainly taken up by the costs of the rights; although relatively 

high, I strongly believe that starting the academic year with a production that 

so strongly presents a nuanced and unusual insight into LGBTQ+ issues will 

encourage more productions in this vein. Ravenhill’s show is perfect not only 

because of its simplicity (and thus the creative berth it gives our team) and 

its general significance, but by the fact it was written as an NT Connections 

play, and thus accessible for actors who may not have as much experience 

whilst still providing a great opportunity to hone their skills and learn. 

 Costume, Makeup and Props are all relatively low in terms of price as we will 

be able to source most things from everyday life, particularly in terms of 

costume. £15 has been budgeted as some specific pieces and accessories for 

the main characters in particularly may not be available in the actor’s 

wardrobes. In terms of props, items like the whiteboard can be borrowed 

from a wide range of places in Oxford, and I am confident in the skills of 

myself and the set designer in terms of emailing and discussing this as a 

possibility with various faculties/colleges or departments as it would 

otherwise prove an unnecessary expenditure. 

 Ultimately, with our breakeven at only 39.7% (I am confident with the large 

cast of 5-7 people we will be able to get a high number of JCR grants) plus 

the excitement we hope to whip up amongst the fresher community, I am 

highly optimistic with regards to the potential success of this production.   

  



Citizenship’s themes of relationships, newfound responsibility, and forging 

one’s personal identity are relatable to anyone our own age; we plan to have 

a strong focus on it in our marketing campaign. This will include several short 

video interviews of our cast and crew discussing their how their own self- 

perceptions have changed; and for cast members, how they relate to their 

character. We expect a strong response to this, as it is more personal and 

intimate than most marketing campaigns can go. 

In line with this strategy, our marketing images and posters will feature 

naturalistic and intimate photographs of our cast, in settings that might be 

described as ‘slice of life’. An added benefit of this strategy is that 

naturalistic photographs are fairly inexpensive to arrange and shoot. Posters 

will go up in 2nd week, in popular destinations and college JCRs across 

Oxford. 

As my past marketing experience has focused mostly on social media, we will 

play to this strength by constructing much of the marketing campaign around 

this fantastic and completely free resource. Our facebook page for the event 

will go up in 0th week (assuming a 4th week slot). 

I will work with the producer to organise a detailed marketing schedule, and 

work with the actors and crew to arrange the production of content 

throughout the first few weeks of term; this will include interviews as 

mentioned before, previews of costume and set designs, rehearsal 

photographs, and a short trailer (to be shot and edited in 2nd week for a 

release in 3rd). 

We will upload content at optimum Facebook posting times to guarantee the 

widest possible audience. One of the great opportunities of an early 

Michaelmas slot is the chance to market our play to freshers as their first 

taste of Oxford theatre; we expect especial interest from those involved in 

OUDS Drama Cuppers, who will be preparing short pieces of their own for 

the following week. 

Citizenship’s greatest strength is its simple, slice-of-life humanity; it’s 

something we’re very excited to share with audiences.  

marketing manager's statement 



In a play so hard hitting and intense in terms of content, the role of lighting 

within the play needs to be both subordinate in such a way that the dilemmas 

and challenges that the play portrays are the most eminent factor, yet stable 

in a way that supports this message effectively. Washes should be soft and 

gentle, not powerful and overbearing in a way that a less emotive play might 

demand, though can afford to be sharp and impactful when necessary to 

compliment the acting – Tom’s desperate attempts to provoke some form of 

answer, be it from his teacher, his friends, or the Tarot card reader, are 

possible examples of this. 

The use of specials will likely be minimal, except perhaps to allow for the 

ability to focus audience attention on certain areas of the stage at intricate 

moments. The most obvious ‘intricate moment’ is in scene seven, as the 

almost hallucinogenic events would appreciate a light reflective of the 

scene’s mystical nature. A colder Fresnel spot on De Clerk’s part of the stage 

to simultaneously include him within the scene but isolate him enough to 

carry a sense of exclusion – implying that he is there only in Tom’s experience 

of the events, not in reality – would work nicely. The baby monologue could 

also be rationalised via technical work – a tightened profile spot on the doll 

with a recorded voiceover of a child delivering the monologue may be one 

way in which this difficult scene could be made possible within the space of 

the BT. 

In a play with so many scene changes, switching rapidly between time and 

place in a short space of time, perhaps the most important role of lighting 

within this play will be to give a sense of location. Using similar washes and 

colour schemes for similar locations and places will give a sense of 

continuity, and allow the audience to associate certain atmospheric settings 

with locational ones in the play. Moreover, the intensity and colour of the 

wash can be easily altered to provide a temporal awareness in a play with a 

swiftly advancing time span. Similarly, the regularity of scene transitions is at 

risk of creating a fractured and rushed feeling within the production, but the 

effective use of smooth and non-striking lighting transitions, complimented 

by progressing yet thematically unified transition music – for example, from 

the same artist – will bring a sense of cohesion to the individual scenes. 

Having now worked on three separate plays in the BT, I am confident that 

these intentions can be simply and effectively achieved with the lantern stock 

and rig space that is available. With a lighting and sound design that is 

subdued and subtle yet simultaneously supportive of the play’s content, the 

staccato nature of the individual scenes can be bound into a unified whole.  

l ighting designer 's statement 



Citizenship is a play that takes place predominantly in three key locations: 

Amy’s bedroom, the schoolyard, and the classroom. My design has the 

bedroom and schoolyard permanently onstage, with centre stage free for 

smaller locations. 

The audience will sit end-on, with two black flats in the corners of upstage 

left and right. The bedroom is the focal setting in this play, so it will be 

central. A canvas frame will hang from the back of the stage, dressed with 

posters, cards, pictures etc. Alternatively, this dressing items could stick to 

the rear wall. A single bed will be the main set item, positioned diagonally 

out from the back wall. The schoolyard will be marked with a bin at stage 

right. School-relevant signs or posters could stick onto the stage right flat. As 

a smoking spot, it seems appropriate to push this setting into a corner. 

A mobile whiteboard will create the classroom, standing in front of the 

bedroom. If necessary, the downstage end of the bed can be moved against 

the wall for this scene. This can have appropriate scribblings on it from a 

lesson. This scene will also require desks and chairs for Tom and the teacher. 

They can both have school desks and foldup chairs; they will be stored 

behind the flats when not in use. The whiteboard can also act as a transition 

set piece. To make the transition from the schoolyard into the classroom 

seamless, the whiteboard can be moved to centre stage, as Tom walks to the 

classroom. As this happens, actors/crew can move the desk and chairs into 

position. The whiteboard can then circle around the desk and chairs to stand 

in front of the bed. The whiteboard will slide against the side wall of stage 

right when not in use. The whiteboard would take a significant chunk out of 

the set budget, but it would help to create fluid transitions, and incorporate 

movement into the design, which is otherwise stationary. 

The only other locations in the play are wherever Tom meets the tarot reader 

and later Martin’s entrance hall. Both these scenes are quite short. The tarot 

reader could have a rug to lay his cards on, but the hall does not necessarily 

require any set.   

set designer 's statement 



set designer 's sketches 



props budget

nurofen/'tablets' (tictacs/sugar pills)   

empty 'vodka' bottle 

fake ice cubes 

phone  

fake blood 

bandage 

hankerchief 

hair dye box 

jug 

cigarettes box 

bedroom dressing  

whiteboard 

bin  

store hires 

tarot scene 

needle  

glass bottle from lakeland + print 

off label 

online 

cast member will provide 

prop store (included in £10 hire 

fee) 

prop store (included in £10 hire 

fee) 

borrow from college/faculty 

cast/crew member room  

search Oxford 

may need a fake needle 

depending on staging 

  

£0.60 

£3 

£3 

£0 

£2 

£1 

£1 

£5 

n/a 

n/a 

£10 

£0 

£0 

£20 

£5 

£1.50 

item                             cost   sourcing notes  

total cost:                                  £52. 10                               



budget


